Step One: Green Mia Ramos
"The unique collection of plants on each floor and the changes that take place over time will bring spring and summer into the parking structure stairwell."

Jennifer Lugris Mural
"She paints students scurring through the stairwells alongside stagnant office furniture and gradually growing plants...this mural commemorates individuals who have passed through these halls and their contributions."

The Rains of Mercy Gabrielle Marchan
"The Rains of Mercy is a piece that suggests a poetic resonance of internalizing the romance of rain, while considering the harsh realities of changing climate."

Sunset and Moonrise on the River Xin Wen
"Red rope is woven into the staircase at HSSB to form a visualization of a voice map..."

Kate Ripley Hayden
"The movement of the figures interacting with their overlapping lines shows how people affect their environments and inspire change in physical and intellectual communities."

Twilight Traversed Robert York
"This project includes the design and assembly of five geometric forms. Each of the forms is representative of a hue from the local sunset visible in the photograph by Dev McLeod."

Let's go on an Art Walk
Scan me or visit https://goo.gl/Jnw6t8
*Can be scanned with SnapChat*

Learn about other ways to be involved at: Healthy Campus Network, check out: http://food.ucsb.edu/about/committees/HCNSteeringComm